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vain for the considerable technical literature produced by government agencies in Norway,
Sweden and Finland that promote research into scientific reindeer management. The work of
0rnulv Vorren is represented by two articles in English, although the great body of this fine
scholar's work, directly relevant to the field under discussion, is in Norwegian; both the Norwegian
and Swedish journals dealing with reindeer breeding, Reindriftsnytt and Renndringsnytt respec-
tively, do not appear, and there is a single article from the Finnish equivalent, Poromies. T h e
outstanding, and absolutely standard, manual by Skjenneberg and Slagsvold, Reindriften og dens
naturgrunnlag (Oslo, 1968) might not exist. Yet it is the agencies which promote these publications
that can provide disinterested and independent observation of the changes in reindeer manage-
ment from the pastoralism that dominated 25 years ago to the ranching that is characteristic of
much contemporary exploitation of reindeer, both in the Soviet Union and Fennoscandia. One
looks in vain for all the scientific findings of these studies.

Dr Ingold is the author of an excellent study of the Skolt Lapps (see Polar Record, Vol 18,
No 116, p 516-17). These people have, in a period of 40'years, made a transition from a highly
structured pastoralism, involving small numbers of animals and high intensity of labour, to a much
looser type of ranching. In this transition political factors such as the relocation of people as a
result of boundary changes following World War I I , and the introduction of the snowmobile have
played important parts. (Incidentally the fullest discussion of the new technology, Pertti Pelto,
The snowmobile revolution: technology and social change in the Arctic, Menlo Park, 1973 is not
mentioned). Therefore the processes that Dr Ingold is examining in this study might be docu-
mented by data derived from people with whom he is totally familiar, perhaps supplemented by
information from other Lappish groups, thus keeping constant several important variables. Instead
we flit across sub-Arctic Eurasia, using ethnographic snippets from here and there with no dis-
cussion whether they are valid for purposes of comparison. These are serious criticisms, yet the
book remains important by its sheer novelty.

Space precludes my discussion of the rest of his theoretical apparatus, which includes a trendy
crypto-Marxism that I believe will rapidly date. One must, however, admire the intellectual
brilliance in a strangely flawed tour-de-force.

THE EARLY BRITISH WHALING TRADE

[Review by Arthur Credland* of Henry Elking's A view of the Greenland trade and whale-fishery,
with the national and private advantages thereof. Whitby, North Yorkshire, Caedjnon Reprints,
1980, 68 p, hardcover. £7.95.]

This book is a reprint of a scarce and fascinating work which provides one of the earliest descrip-
tions of the British whaling trade. It was first published in 1722 and later reprinted in J. R.
McCulloch's A select collection of scarce and valuable economical tracts of 1859. The pamphlet is
dedicated to Sir John Eyles, sub-governor of the South Sea Company, whom Elking had
approached with a proposal for renewing an active interest in Arctic whaling. The trade had been
neglected by the English since the collapse of the Greenland Company in the late 17th century.
In 1724, three years after Elking's initial approach, the South Sea Company made him 'Agent and
Superintendent of the Greenland Fishery'. But in eight years 172 ships of the company brought
home only 160 whales and the venture was wound up in 1731.

The Elking pamphlet is an important record of the way whaling ships in the 18th century were
manned and equipped, and carries a description of the methods of fishing as well as revealing
glimpses of early capitalism in action. The reprint should be a welcome addition to the bookshelf
of whaling historians and economists alike. It is another feather in the cap of Caedmon Press who
have already made available many of the classics of whaling and exploration.

1 Hull Maritime Museum, Queen Victoria Square, Hull, UK.
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